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Freeze-Drying 2008-01-08
many modern pharmaceutical and biological products e g blood
derivatives vaccines cytostatic drugs antibiotics bacteria cultures
but also consumer goods such as soluble coffee are freeze dried to
transform perishable substances into a form that can be stored and
reconstituted to their almost original state without loss of quality
the book describes the up to date fundamentals of freeze drying not
just presenting the process in all its seven steps theoretically but
explaining it with many practical examples many years of experience in
freeze drying allow the authors to supply valuable criteria for the
selection of laboratory pilot and production plants discussing the
advantages drawbacks and limitations of different plant designs in
this second completely revised edition process and plant automation
are introduced in a separate section and methods to transfer pilot
plant qualifications and process data to production are presented the
guidelines for process and plant evaluation and qualifications have
been updated and enlarged trouble shooting is concentrated in a
section of its own and literature has been updated with 100 new
quotations to include references as recent as 2002 and 100 new tables



and figures have been added

Freeze Drying of Food Products 2024-04-08
an accessible guide to safely dehydrating food freeze drying or
lyophilization is a method for dehydrating food or other substances
through the use of pressure instead of heat this allows for the
preservation and storage of high value food products without altering
their essential properties or causing a reduction in quality or value
for these reasons freeze drying is the most reliable method for
preserving and distributing high quality products freeze drying of
food products provides a concise accessible overview of freeze drying
techniques and their modern applications beginning with the basic
principles and processes of freeze drying it incorporates specific
discussion of freeze drying different categories of food products
before moving to an analysis of recent developments in freeze drying
technology the result is a key publication in the fight to extend the
shelf life of food products and expand the distribution of high
quality freeze dried foods freeze drying of food products readers will
also find an editorial team with a wide range of pertinent research



experience detailed discussion of different freeze drying processes
such as vacuum drying atmospheric drying and spray drying commercial
applications of freeze dried food products freeze drying of food
products is ideal for researchers and industry professionals involved
in food production food distribution or food biotechnology as well as
students studying these and other related fields

Freeze Drying and Advanced Food Technology 1975
this special issue provides an update on the most recent research and
developments in the area of freeze drying technology in foods it
presents a combination of experimental and modeling studies offering
an overview of oncoming challenges and opportunities on the topic

Freeze-Drying Technology in Foods 2021-08-31
freeze drying or lyophilization is a well established technology used
in the preservation of numerous pharmaceutical and biological products
this highly effective dehydration method involves the removal of water
from frozen materials via the direct sublimation of ice in recent



years this process has met with many changes as have the regulatio

Freeze-Drying/Lyophilization of Pharmaceutical
and Biological Products 2016-04-19
thoroughly acquainting the reader with freeze drying fundamentals
freeze drying lyophilization of pharmaceutical and biological products
second edition carves practical guidelines from the very latest
theoretical research technologies and industrial procedures it
delineates the best execution of steps from closure preparation and
regulatory control of products to equipment sterilization and process
validation with 13 new chapters providing state of the art information
the book unveils innovations currently advancing the field including
lyoguard packaging for bulk freeze drying and the irradiation of
pharmaceutical and biological products

Freeze-Drying/Lyophilization Of Pharmaceutical



& Biological Products, Revised and Expanded
2004-01-21
aimed at product and process developers in the biopharmaceutical
industry and academia this is the first book to describe freeze drying
as related to the pharmaceutical industry

Freeze-drying of Pharmaceuticals and
Biopharmaceuticals 2008
this completely updated and enlarged third edition of the classic text
adopts a practical approach to describe the fundamentals of freeze
drying backed by many explanatory examples following an introduction
to the fundamentals the book goes on to discuss process and plant
automation as well as methods to transfer pilot plant qualifications
and process data to production an entire section is devoted to a large
range of different pharmaceutical biological and medical products new
to this edition are chapters on antibodies freeze dry microscopy
tempris microwave freeze drying spray freeze drying and pat their many



years of experience in freeze drying enable the authors to supply
valuable criteria for the selection of laboratory pilot and production
plants discussing the advantages drawbacks and limitations of
different plant designs alongside guidelines for the evaluation and
qualification of plants and processes the author also includes a
troubleshooting section

Freeze-drying of Foods 1963
freeze drying of pharmaceutical products provides an overview of the
most recent and cutting edge developments and technologies in the
field focusing on formulation developments and process monitoring and
considering new technologies for process development this book
contains case studies from freeze dryer manufacturers and
pharmaceutical companies for readers in industry and academia it was
contributed to by lyophilization experts to create a detailed analysis
of the subject matter organically presenting recent advancements in
freeze drying research and technology it discusses formulation design
process optimization and control new pat monitoring tools multivariate
image analysis process scale down and development using small scale



freeze dryers use of cfd for equipment design and development of
continuous processes this book is for industry professionals including
chemical engineers and pharmaceutical scientists

Freeze-Drying 2018-05-07
classical theory of sublimation heat transfer vapour transfer drying
rate physical mechanism of cyclic pressure freeze drying analytical
cyclic process drying plant and equipment laboratory apparatus and
techniques drying plant and equipment for freeze drying foodstuffs
effects of freeze drying miscellaneous aspects of freeze drying
biological aspects

Freeze Drying of Pharmaceutical Products
2019-10-24
heat and mass transfer in drying of porous media offers a
comprehensive review of heat and mass transfer phenomena and
mechanisms in drying of porous materials it covers pore scale and



macro scale models includes various drying technologies and discusses
the drying dynamics of fibrous porous material colloidal porous media
and size distributed particle system providing guidelines for
mathematical modeling and design as well as optimization of drying of
porous material this reference offers useful information for
researchers and students as well as engineers in drying technology
food processes applied energy mechanical and chemical engineering

Fundamentals of Freeze-drying 1978
spray freeze drying sfd is a synergistic drying technology that
imbibes in it the merits of both spray drying and freeze drying whilst
overcoming the limitations of these predecessor technologies sfd
produces uniquely powdered food and pharmaceutical products with
porous microstructure and superior quality attributes owing to its
atomization step and ultra low temperature operation sfd is a
competent drying technique for the production of valuable but
sensitive bioactive components despite the costs and complexities
involved sfd has a competitive edge over the conventional drying
techniques in providing distinctive product attributes the



applications of spray freeze drying in the area of food and
bioproducts span across the product categories of instant food powders
dry flavors active pharmaceutical ingredients poorly water soluble
drugs probiotics proteins enzymes and vaccines spray freeze drying of
foods and bioproducts theory applications and perspectives is the
first exclusive title on this interesting drying technique it provides
a comprehensive understanding of the fundamentals of sfd and its food
and pharmaceutical applications the scope of this book comprising 12
chapters has been organizedunder four major headings fundamentals of
process stages applications with case studies recent advancements and
the processing bottlenecks and solutions key features provides
examples and case studies of nuances and intricacies associated with
each stage of the spray freeze drying process highlights the
applications of spray freeze drying in the production of food products
including soluble coffee dairy powders probiotics and flavors serves
as a ready reckoner of characterization methods for spray freeze dried
products contains 200 illustrations and tabulations the contents of
this book are organized to cater to the knowledge needs of students
academicians researchers and professionals in the food and
pharmaceutical industry



Selected Writings on Freeze-drying of Foods
1964
by far the most commonly encountered and energy intensive unit
operation in almost all industrial sectors industrial drying continues
to attract the interest of scientists researchers and engineers the
handbook of industrial drying fourth edition not only delivers a
comprehensive treatment of the current state of the art but also
serves as a

Freeze-drying of Foods 1964
drying technology in food processing in the unit operations and
processing equipment in the food industry series explains the
processing operations and equipment necessary for drying of different
food products these processes and unit operations are very important
in terms of qualitative properties and energy usage divided into four
sections drying basics different dryers in the food industry
application of drying in the food industry and design control and



efficiency of dryers all chapters emphasize experimental theoretical
computational and or applications of food engineering principles and
the relevant processing equipment written by experts in the field of
food engineering in a simple and dynamic way this book targets
industrial engineers working in the field of food processing and
within food factories to make them more familiar with drying unit
operations thoroughly explores novel applications of drying unit
operations in food industries strives to help improve the quality and
safety of food products with drying technology reviews alternatives
for drying operations

Heat and Mass Transfer in Drying of Porous
Media 2019-07-16
cuet pg food science technology scqp12 question bank 3000 chapter wise
question with explanations as per updated syllabus cover all 27
chapters highlights of cuet pg food science technology scqp12 question
bank 3000 questions answer mcq 94 mcq of each chapter unit wise as per
the updated syllabus include most expected mcq as per paper pattern



exam pattern all questions design by expert faculties jrf holder

Spray-Freeze-Drying of Foods and Bioproducts
2022-04-08
non equilibrium states and glass transitions in foods processing
effects and product specific implications presents the tactics needed
to understand and control non equilibrium states and glass transitions
in food an essential element in maintaining the shelf life and quality
of foods after brief introductory chapters introduce the science
behind non equilibrium states and glass transitions in foods the book
details how glass transition temperature is affected by composition
and the ways it influences processability and physico chemical changes
during the storage of foods also exploring how these effects can be
controlled the second section looks at individual foods highlighting
the implications of non equilibrium states and glass transitions
within these foods maintaining and improving the quality of food is of
upmost importance to food companies who have to ensure that the shelf
life of their products is as long as possible a large amount of



research has been performed into glass transitions in food over the
last few years however there has not been a comprehensive review this
book fills that gap provides the only book on the market that covers
non equilibrium states and glass transitions in food from a practical
standpoint presents food industry professionals in the area of food
quality with essential information on the effects of glass transitions
and non equilibrium states on the shelf life of specific products
edited by global leaders in glass transition technology in foods

Handbook of Industrial Drying 2014-07-11
in addition to outlining the fundamental principles associated with
the conservation of biological resources freeze drying and
cryopreservation this text is a compilation of cryptopreservation and
freeze drying methodologies applicable to different biological
materiels developed by expert laboratories



Freeze-drying 1982
filling a gap in the literature this is the first book to focus on the
fabrication of functional porous materials by using ice templating and
freeze drying comprehensive in its scope the volume covers such
techniques as the fabrication of porous polymers porous ceramics
biomimic strong composites carbon nanostructured materials
nanomedicine porous nanostructures by freeze drying of colloidal or
nanoparticle suspensions and porous materials by combining ice
templating and other techniques in addition applications for each type
of material are also discussed of great benefit to those working in
the freeze drying field and researchers in porous materials materials
chemistry engineering and the use of such materials for various
applications both in academia and industry

Drying Technology in Food Processing 2023-05-08
the definitive reference for food scientists engineersthe second
edition of the encyclopedia of agricultural food and biological
engineering focuses on the processes used to produce raw agricultural



materials and convert the raw materials into consumer products for
distribution it provides an improved understanding of the processes
used in

CUET PG Food Science & Technology [SCQP12]
Question Bank Book [MCQ] 3000+ Question Answer
Chapter Wise As Per Updated Syllabus 2024-02-06
the processing of food generally implies the transformation of the
perishable raw food to value added products it imparts benefits such
as the destruction of surface microflora and inactivation of
deleterious enzymes such as peroxidase leading to a greater shelf life
of the food it also enhances color and texture while maintaining
quality of products and makes them edible however it also has an
inevitable impact on nutritional quality attributes such as increase
or decrease in certain vitamins and bioactive metabolites among others
food processing technologies impact on product attributes covers a
range of food processing technologies and their effect on various food
product attributes such as bioactive compounds safety and sensory and



nutritional aspects of the food upon processing there are eight major
parts in the book part i covers the conventional processing
technologies parts ii iii iv and v deal with various novel processing
technologies including impingement processing technologies electro
magnetic processing technologies physico mechanical processing
technologies and electro technologies part vi introduces chemical
processing technologies part vii comprise irradiation processing
technology and the final part is focused on biological processing
technology detailing the application of enzymes in food processing
numerous studies were carried out to find the impact of these
processing technologies on various aspects of food and associated
health promotion properties both positive and negative results were
obtained based on nature of foods processing type and duration of
processing and this book covers these results in depth

Non-Equilibrium States and Glass Transitions in
Foods 2016-11-10
drying is fundamental step in the maufacture of many foods although



its primary function is to remove appropriate quantities of moisture
it is in many cases also responsible for imparting the characteristic
qualities that distinguish one product from another this book provides
a fundamental understanding of moisture transport in the drying of
foods and of the physical and chemical changes that occur during
drying a comprehensive description and assessment of the different
types of dryers available to the industry are given and factors
effecting the operation control and selection of dryers are described
the combination of practical information supported by relevant theory
makes this an essential volume for industrial food engineers those
involved in equipment manufacture process plant design and new product
development in all food sectors where dried foods are used it will
also be of interest to academic researchers in this aspect of food
engineering

Cryopreservation and Freeze-Drying Protocols
2007-06-05
in this era of biotechnology there have been many books covering the



fundamentals of recombinant dna technology and protein chemistry
however not many sources are available for the pharmaceutical develop
ment scientist and other personnel responsible for the
commercialization of the finished dosage forms of these new
biopharmaceuticals and other products from biotechnology this text
will help to fill this gap once active biopharmaceutical molecules are
candidates for clinical trial investigation and subsequent
commercialization a number of other activities must take place while
research and development on these molecules continues the active
ingredient itself must be formulated into a finished dosage form that
can be conveniently used by health care professionals and patients
properties of the biopharmaceutical molecule must be clearly
understood so that the appropriate finished product formulation can be
developed finished product formulation development includes not only
the chemical formulation but also the packaging system the
manufacturing process and appropriate control strategies to assure
such good manufacturing practice attributes as safety identity
strength purity and quality



Ice Templating and Freeze-Drying for Porous
Materials and Their Applications 2018-05-16
saffron science technology and health summarizes the scientific
technical and health aspects of this crop saffron possesses unique
agronomical ecological social and physiological characteristics and
there are various chemical components present in saffron including
carbohydrates minerals vitamins color pigment aromatic and flavoring
agents saffron has a long history of use in traditional medicine and
in recent years the application of saffron in the medical industry as
a cancer curing and antidepressant agent has brought more attention
there is also a growing trend of saffron use in the conventional food
industry including saffron desserts cream butter beverages powders
cake mixes and soups intended for nutrition scientists and scientists
and technologists working in the areas of food agriculture new product
development and pharmacology summarizes the scientific technical and
health aspects of saffron explores the use of saffron in the
conventional food industry in the development of new products uncovers
the unique agronomical ecological social and physiological



characteristics of saffron

Encyclopedia of Agricultural, Food, and
Biological Engineering 2010-10-21
this book constitutes part i of the refereed four volume post
conference proceedings of the 4th ifip tc 12 international conference
on computer and computing technologies in agriculture ccta 2010 held
in nanchang china in october 2010 the 352 revised papers presented
were carefully selected from numerous submissions they cover a wide
range of interesting theories and applications of information
technology in agriculture including simulation models and decision
support systems for agricultural production agricultural product
quality testing traceability and e commerce technology the application
of information and communication technology in agriculture and
universal information service technology and service systems
development in rural areas



Food Processing Technologies 2016-08-05
fundamental aspects drying in various industrial sectors drying of
solids experimental techniques basic process calculations
transportproperties in the drying solids rotary drying horizontal
vacuum rotary dryers fluidized bed drying drum dryers industrial spray
drying freeze drying microwave and dielectric drying solar drying
spouted bed drying impingement drying flash drying conveyor dryers
impinging stream dryers infrared drying drying of foodstuffs
agricultural products fruits and vegetables evaporation and spray
drying in the dairy industry

Industrial Drying of Foods 1997-07-31
the present volume volume 2 in this planned series on coffee deals
with processing and follows on naturally from the first volume on the
chemistry of coffee which described its numerous constituents in the
green raw and various product forms we have already remarked that
coffee has great compositional complex ity and this complexity of
understanding extends when we come to that is the many processes



involved in the roasting consider its processing of green coffee and
its subsequent conversion into a consumable brew especially through
extraction and drying into an instant coffee the simple brewing of
roasted and ground coffee with water in the home also possesses
considerable mystique and needs know how for optimal results the
choice of green coffees from an almost bewildering array of different
types available through species variety differences and different
methods of processing from the coffee cherry to the green coffee bean
needs understanding and guidance furthermore various forms of pre
treatment of green coffee before roasting are available some of these
are little known but others such as decaffeination for those who
desire roasted or instant coffee with little or no caffeine are now
becoming well established finally both the processing of coffee
cherries to coffee beans leaving a range of different waste products
pulp hulls husk parchment etc and of roasted coffee after industrial
aqueous extraction leaving spent coffee grounds provide waste products
that have found considerable commercial value in different ways



Development and Manufacture of Protein
Pharmaceuticals 2012-12-06
although infrared spectroscopy has been applied with success to the
study of important biological and biomedical processes for many years
key advances in this vibrant technique have led to its increasing use
ranging from characterization of individual macromolecules dna rna
lipids proteins to human tissues cells and their components infrared
spectroscopy thus has a significant role to play in the analysis of
the vast number of genes and proteins being identified by the various
genomic sequencing projects whilst this book gives an overview of the
field it highlights more recent developments such as the use of bright
synchrotron radiation for recording infrared spectra the development
of two dimensional infrared spectroscopy and the ability to record
infrared spectra at ultra fast speeds

Water Removal Processes 1977
drying is by far the most useful large scale operation method of



keeping solid foods safe for long periods of time and is of
fundamental importance in most sectors of food processing drying
operations need to be precisely controlled and optimized in order to
produce a good quality product that has the highest level of nutrient
retention and flavor whilst maintaining microbial safety this volume
provides an up to date account of all the major drying technologies
employed in the food industry and their underlying scientific
principles and effects various equipment designs are classified and
described the impact of drying on food properties is covered and the
micro structural changes caused by the process are examined
highlighting their usefulness in process analysis and food design key
methods for assessing food properties of dried products are described
and pre concentration and drying control strategies are reviewed
thermal hazards and fire explosion detection and prevention for dryers
are discussed in a dedicated chapter where appropriate sample
calculations are included for engineers and technologists to follow
the book is directed at food scientists and technologists in industry
and research food engineers and drying equipment manufacturers



Saffron: Science, Technology and Health
2019-12-02
this five volume series provides a comprehensive overview of all
important aspects of modern drying technology concentrating on the
transfer of cutting edge research results to industrial use volume 5
is dedicated to process intensification by hybrid processes that
combine convective or contact heat transfer with microwaves ultrasound
or radiation process intensification by more efficient choice
distribution and flow of the drying medium such as impinging jet
drying pulse combustion drying superheated steam drying drying in
specially designed spouted beds are thoroughly discussed moreover
methods that favorably affect the process by changing the structure of
the drying product e g foaming electroporation are treated emphasis is
placed on drying including freeze drying of sensitive materials such
as foods biomaterials and pharmaceuticals released volumes of modern
drying technology volume 1 computational tools at different scales
isbn 978 3 527 31556 7 volume 2 experimental techniques isbn 978 3 527
31557 4 volume 3 product quality and formulation isbn 978 3 527 31558



1 volume 4 energy savings isbn 978 3 527 31559 8 set volume 1 5 isbn
978 3 527 31554 3

Computer and Computing Technologies in
Agriculture IV 2011-02-01
starch in food structure function and applications second edition
reviews starch structure functionality and the growing range of starch
ingredients used to improve the nutritional and sensory quality of
food the new edition is fully updated and brings new chapters on
starch and health isolation processing and functional properties of
starch part one illustrates how plant starch can be analyzed and
modified with chapters on plant starch synthesis starch bioengineering
and starch acting enzymes part two examines the sources of starch from
wheat and potato to rice corn and tropical supplies part three looks
at starch as an ingredient and how it is used in the food industry
with chapters on modified starches and the stability of frozen foods
starch lipid interactions and starch based microencapsulation part
four covers starch as a functional food investigating the impact of



starch on physical and mental performance detecting nutritional starch
fractions and analyzing starch digestion the book is a standard
reference for those working in the food industry especially to starch
scientists food researchers post docs practitioners in the starch area
and students completely revised and updated with an overview of the
latest developments in isolation processing functional properties and
health attributes of starch reviews starch structure and functionality
extensive coverage of the growing range of starch ingredients examines
how starch ingredients are used to improve the nutritional and sensory
quality of food

Handbook of Industrial Drying, Second Edition,
Revised and Expanded 1995-02-22
buy e book of industrial pharmacy i english edition book for b pharm
5th semester of u p state universities



Color Characterization Before and After Lime
Treatment 1974

Coffee 2012-12-06

Biological and Biomedical Infrared Spectroscopy
2009

Freeze-drying of Foods 1971

Drying Technologies in Food Processing



2009-03-16

Modern Drying Technology, Volume 5 2014-01-10

Reports of Research Laboratory 1988

Radiant Freeze Drying 1952

Starch in Food 2017-11-25
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